
If You’re Not
GROWING Anywhere…
You’re Not 
GOING Anywhere!

Growth is the only guarantee that 
tomorrow will be better than today.

In her interactive 

keynote presentations, 

Amy Barg serves up 

the importance of the 

power of growth in 

ways that leave 

her audiences 

raising their hands 

for more.

“Amy absolutely delivered. She had the audience 
engaged from the very beginning. Her content is 
outstanding and her delivery is so enjoyable!” 

—Women Working in Technology Conference

“Amy kept our audience moving, talking, and 
laughing. Her insanely practical suggestions for 
improving leadership and communication truly 
added value to our people.” 
—Special Olympics Indiana Statewide Conference

“What I love about how Amy speaks is that she 
makes it real. She shares stories from her own life 
in a way that you feel immediately connected and 
she has a way of weaving content together that 
surprises and inspires.” 

—Village Trustee



Facing 3 Big Ds (divorce, death of her parents, downsized from two jobs) jolted Amy into her journey 
of personal growth. Surviving what she “wouldn’t wish on her worst enemy” led her to where she is 
today… passionately speaking and training about the absolute importance and power of creating 
growth environments both personally and professionally.

• Raising Awareness—demands self-evaluation

          • Communication—improves when connecting occurs first

                    • Growth—isn’t automatic but produces immediately

                              • Leadership—means working hardest on changing yourself

                                        • Seeing Blind Spots—requires asking the right questions

Amy’s Stage Time story at the International Maxwell Event before an audience of 3000+ 
had them laughing… and standing to an ovation.

Amy shares real life stories that will make you laugh and…. think about your leadership, 
your life and your growth. She masterfully connects the dots between theory and insanely 
practical action.

Her interactive keynotes and seminars shine the light on how:

BOOK AMY FOR YOUR 
NEXT EVENT AND RECEIVE 
OUTSTANDING REVIEWS!

Contact Amy Barg
Call: 317-397-7802

AMYBARG@ONSTAGE7.COM
WWW.AMYBARG.COM

The principles of growth are the same in the plant world 
and the work world. Helping people grasp the importance 
of that simple truth is at the heart of what Amy desires. 
Applying it is what she delivers.

Amy’s book Seeing Blind Spots: 
Leadership Lessons From Real Life 
reveals uncommon lessons from 
common life occurrences, challenging 
her readers to remove the blinders 
that are impacting results.


